Listening Findings Peer Review

1. Does the diary include clear, dated entries? Point out any entries that need more detail.

2. Does the project include all the elements: a diary, bulleted list of findings, and final comments? Note any portions that are missing. Provide suggestions any elements that the author can add to improve the project.

3. Is the list of bulleted findings well organized? How do the subheadings for the list help the reader understand the findings? Make suggestions for any changes that would improve the organization.

4. Does the information relate clearly to the main topic? Name 1 to 2 supporting details or examples that the author has used. If there are no details or examples, suggest where the author can add information.

5. Do the findings and final comment demonstrate a logical analysis of the information in the diary entries and survey? What is the best analytical connection that the author makes? Point out any places where the author can improve the analysis.

6. Did you notice any grammatical, spelling, or punctuation errors? Note any places where the author should make a correction.